QRC The Five Dysfunctions of a Team

Suggestions for overcoming
dysfunction:

Based on The Five Dysfunctions of a Team - A leadership fable. Febr.’2018, Henny Portman

Lack of commitment

By building trust, a team
makes conflict possible

• Pushing the group for
closure around issues
• Adherence to schedules

• Mining (of conflicts)
• Real-time permission
• Other tools (personality style, behavioural
preference tools)

• Demonstrate restraint
• Allow resolution to occur
naturally
• Model appropriate conflict
behaviour

• Personal histories exercise
• Team effectiveness exercise
• Personality and behavioural preference
profiles
• 360o feedback
• Experimental team exercises

• Demonstrate vulnerability
• Create safe environment
• Be genuine

Invulnerability

Absense of trust

• Cascading messaging
• Deadlines
• Contingency and worst-case scenario
analysis
• Low-risk exposure therapy

Artificial
harmony

Fear of conflict

• Publication of goals and standards
• Simple and regular progress reviews
• Team rewards

• Encourage and allow the
team to serve as the first
and primary accountability
mechanism
• Serve as the ultimate
arbiter of discipline

Ambiguity

By engaging in productive conflict
and tapping into team members’
perspectives and opinions, a team
can confidently commit and buy
in to a decision

Low standards

In order for teammates to call each
other on their behaviours and actions,
they must have a clear sense of what is
expected.

Avoidance of
Accountability

• Public declaration od results
• Results-based rewards

• Set a tone for a focus on
results
• Be selfless
• Be objective

Status and ego

If teammates are not being held accountable for
their contributions, they will be more likely to turn
their attention to their own needs, and to the
advancement of themselves or their departments.

Inattention to
results

The role of the
leader:

By taking into account human imperfections, members of functional teams overcome the natural tendencies that prevent trust, conflict, commitment, accountability and the inattention on
results from being positioned in the right place.

